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A Dynamic Digital Magazine - Engage with Experts 
 
Tampa, FL November 4, 2020 – What does influence mean? The definition is: 
The capacity or power to produce effects on others by intangible or indirect  
means.  
 
Do you exert influence?  If you are influential, you have or exert influence. 
 
Where do you influence? 
 
Who is it that you influence? 
 
How do you influence? 
 
Joanne Weiland, Founder of LinktoEXPERT finds it interesting how exert  
becomes expert when you simply add the letter “p”! You add the “p” for  
personality she says. When you are simply being yourself, your expertise comes shining through. 
 
Do you exhibit your brilliance? Today is a great day to begin! 
 
Engage with Experts, a dynamic digital magazine is being created by Joanne Weiland and Cathy Davis with 
Davis Publishing Partners. The magazine is designed to support clients, members and others who have 
published a book or utilize their talents to assist others to shine and influence others to do the same. An 
extension to Davis’ new anthology book, Engaging Experts.  
 
Davis Creative Publishing Partners and LinktoEXPERT have been demonstrating true collaboration for 
decades. Davis Creative Publishing Partners combines people’s essays/stories into anthology books, then 
works with their team to write, edit, create illustrations and publish, etc. which results in elevating their 
messages to bestseller status. LinktoEXPERT’s unique database exchange program elevates their members’ 
status by showcasing their expertise to executives, entrepreneurs, event professionals, experts and the media 
around the world for them. 
 
Davis Creative Publishing Partners and LinktoEXPERT have formed this joint venture and are inviting 
influential authors & experts to join them to constructively impact lives with your expertise. 
 
About Davis Creative Publishing Partners - Experts, speakers, trainers, and consultants hire us to use the 
power of publishing to build their brand, grow their business, and make a difference in the lives of the people 
they reach. 
 
About LinktoEXPERT – Imagine being known as the authority in your field. Together we elevate you to 
celebrity status by magnifying your message, amplifying your brand which makes you a media magnet. Results 
you and your expertise are seen, heard and known worldwide. 


